A scaffold for the Chinese hamster genome.
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are a prevalent tool in biological research and are among the most widely used host cell lines for production of recombinant therapeutic proteins. While research in other organisms has been revolutionized through the development of DNA sequence-based tools, the lack of comparable genomic resources for the Chinese hamster has impeded similar work in CHO cell lines. A comparative genomics approach, based upon the completely sequenced mouse genome, can facilitate genomic work in this important organism. Using chromosome synteny to define regions of conserved linkage between Chinese hamster and mouse chromosomes, a working scaffold for the Chinese hamster genome has been developed. Mapping CHO and Chinese hamster sequences to the mouse genome creates direct access to relevant information in public databases. Additionally, mapping gene expression data onto a chromosome scaffold affords the ability to interpret information in a genomic context, potentially revealing important structural and regulatory features in the Chinese hamster genome. Further development of this genomic scaffold will provide opportunities to use biomolecular tools for research in CHO cell lines today and will be an asset to future efforts to sequence the Chinese hamster genome.